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Abstract 
Paper maps were traditionally used to portray terrain reliefs. IWs was the only known 

method to represent the terrain and other terrain features, e.g. by using contour lines, 
hachures, spot heights, etc. This paper attempts to describe some of the favourable and 
effective techniques for visualizing terrain from 2.5-D spatial datasets (i.e. planimetric 
data with height as an attribute) such as contour lines. The 2-D datasets is draped on 
top of the generated DTM surface using TIN Surface Module of Arc/Info Rev. 6 
software (workstation-based). Some realistic three-dimensional models are presented. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Representation of topographic terrain is normally portrayed by map makers on 2-D media, e.g. paper 
maps. This technique of presentation has some limitations to geoinformation users in order to 
understand, analysed, or explained any phenomena on the terrain surface. Thus the technique reduced the 
value of some of the related terrain data management and decision making tasks. Buttenfield and 
Mackaness(1990) stated that visualization increasingly has become important in GIS as the volume of 
digital spatial data grows tremendously. Other author such as Cassettari(1993) noted that by having a 
proper way jf visualizing terrain features (i.e. by using any DTM software) certainly will improve and 
make the decision making process far better. This study attempts to look into a portion of the whole 
visualization issue that is to visualize the available spatial terrain datasets using available terrain 
surface generation package. A spatial datasets representing height of the ground surface above datum (i.e. 
2.5-D data) plus other topographic features e.g. rivers, roads, forest boundaries, etc can be used to create 
better digital three-dimensional maps (Alias 1992; Walker 1992; Pilouk 1992; Roshannejad 1992; Tan 1994). 
This paper attempts to present tine most favourable and realistic impression of three dimensinal maps 
than the visualization portrayed by the traditional flat surface map. A data sets of 2-D data (e.g. rivers, 
roads, town and village boundaries) and 2.5-D spatial data (e.g. contours) are the major input to the 
Arc/Info TIN Surface Module. 

2.0 STUDY AREA 
The study area is within the administration of a local authority called 'Majlis Daerah Kluang Utara', 
it is approximately stretched from (N 214875 m, N 241400 m) to (E 613550 m, E 574000 m). The area is 
covered by six topographic maps of scale 1:25000. The total area is about 27 km x 40 km square. 
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